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‘I never had
a bad day in
the Army’
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Garrison Command Sgt. Maj. Billy Counts takes a moment to reflect as he walks through Buckhorn High School’s Hall of
Heroes in 2019.

Garrison’s senior enlisted Soldier
making the jump to civilian life

By KATIE DAVIS SKELLEY
Staff writer/Social media
katie.skelley@theredstonerocket.com

Drill sergeant. Jump master. Military policeman.
Garrison Command Sgt. Maj. Billy Counts stepped into
many roles in his 30 years in the Army, but after today he will
walk a new path. Counts retires this afternoon in a change of
responsibility ceremony which has been moved from Bob Jones
Auditorium to Facebook Live because of the COVID-19 outbreak. Taking over is Command Sgt. Maj. Juan Jimenez.
“My career has spanned many crisis events and changes to
plan,” Counts said. “At the end of the day, this highlights what
every leader needs to keep in mind: it is about the organization
and the people you lead, not you.”

The Paint Rock native knew retirement was on the horizon
and specifically requested Redstone Arsenal as his last duty assignment to be close to family. Counts and his wife, Birgit, plan
to stay in the Madison County community and he has accepted
a position with a local nonprofit. As probably a surprise to no
one in the Garrison, he is not worried about the transition to
civilian life. Known for his plain-spoken demeanor, Counts
looked back over his time in uniform with his usual candor.
“I never had a bad day in the Army,” he reflected on three
decades of service. “But some days are better than others.”
While some senior leaders see an adjustment when transitioning from leading Soldiers to leading civilians, Counts arrived at Redstone with a plan.
“Imagine you being at the top of your game professionally
and you get put into something that is completely foreign to
you where everybody speaks a different language and you are
not the subject matter expert,” he said. “And you are in a key
leadership position and have to advise the commander on the
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